Abstract. We propose a syscall-based anomaly detection system that incorporates both deterministic and stochastic models. We analyze in detail two alternative approaches for anomaly detection over system call sequences and arguments, and propose a number of modifications that significantly improve their performance. We begin by comparing them and analyzing their respective performance in terms of detection accuracy. Then, we outline their major shortcomings, and propose various changes in the models that can address them: we show how targeted modifications of their anomaly models, as opposed to the redesign of the global system, can noticeably improve the overall detection accuracy. Finally, the impact of these modifications are discussed by comparing the performance of the two original implementations with two modified versions complemented with our models.
Introduction
Since the seminal work of Forrest et al. [1] , system call-based anomaly detection enjoyed immense popularity. The core of any anomaly detection system consists of a composition of effective models to accurately capture the observed system behavior.
While usually the approach is to re-design the whole system, we propose a much more effective way of improving over previous results. We selectively identify well-performing models, and compose them in novel ways to create improved detectors. To demonstrate our point, two alternative and quite complementary techniques [2, 3] are chosen, in order to have a rich set of models to analyze and improve. In particular, we focus on incremental models improvements, and on cross-pollination among different approaches. We show how this process of analysis and improvement leads to globally improved detection accuracy with minimal efforts, as opposed to the re-design of the global system structure. We concentrate on the use of unsupervised learning algorithms, because this type of learning uses rather complex models and representations, creating an ideal testing ground for model improvement. Also, while most models are only based on the program control flow, we deem it important to analyze also the content of the calls, as many attacks today are not exclusively based on control flow deviations.
The first prototype we analyze is based on a Finite State Automaton (FSA) augmented with dataflow information. We show that its promising capabilities (e.g., precise modeling of the control flow and solid relationship) are paid dearly in terms of low robustness. Indeed, several false detections are triggered by slight differences between the actual parameters and the learned, crisp models. On the opposite hand, we examine a model based on Markov chain modeling augmented by statistical anomaly models. It is able to capture frequency information and to infer relationships between different arguments of same system call, but has a number of shortcomings in terms of false positives and negatives.
We propose a set of modifications that can address some of the shortcomings of these prototypes. The impact of these modifications is analyzed by comparing performance and detection accuracy of the two original prototypes versus two modified, hybrid versions complemented with the new models. Without taking into account arguments values, hybrid systems based on both syscall sequences and control/data flows are not more accurate than pure control flow based ones [4] . On the other hand, we empirically show how the accuracy of a data flow IDS increases if call arguments are included in the models.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the two different prototypes implemented in previous works, along with the improvements we describe in Section 3. In Section 4 we evaluate the Detection Rate (DR), the False Positive Rate (FPR), and speed of the original and modified systems. In Section 5 we review the most relevant, recent host-based anomaly detection proposed in the literature.
Two Existing Approaches to System Call Anomaly Detection
In this section we describe the results of the analysis we conducted on the chosen anomaly detection systems.
FSA-Based Implementation
The first prototype we analyzed is a deterministic IDS which builds an FSA model of each monitored program [2] , on top of which it creates a network of relations (or properties) among the system call arguments encountered during training. In the following, we call it "FSA-DF" as a shorthand. Such a network of properties is the main difference w.r.t. other FSA based IDSes. Instead of a pure control flow check, which focuses on the behavior of the software in terms of sequences of system calls, it also performs a so called data flow check on the internal variables of the program along their existing cycles. This knowledge is exploited in terms of unary and binary relationships. For instance, if an open system call always uses the same filename at the same point, 1 int foo (char * dir , char * f i l e ) { 2 source dir = dir ; t a r g e t f i l e = f i l e ; Fig. 1 . A data flow example with both unary and binary relations a unary property can be derived. Similarly, relationships among two arguments are supported, by inference over the observed sequences of system calls, creating constraints for the detection phase. Unary relationships include equal (the value of a given argument is always constant), elementOf (an argument can take a limited set of values), subsetOf (a generalization of elementOf, indicating that an argument can take multiple values, all of which drawn from a set), range (specifies boundaries for numeric arguments), isWithinDir (a file argument is always contained within a specified directory), hasExtension (file extensions). Binary relationships include: equal (equality between system call operands), isWithinDir (file located in a specified directory; contains is the opposite), hasSameDirAs, hasSameBaseAs, hasSameExtensionAs (two arguments have a common directory, base directory or extension, respectively). The behavior of each application is logged by storing Process IDentifier (PID), Program Counter (PC), along with the system calls invoked, their arguments and returned value. The use of the PC to identify the states in the FSA stands out as an important difference from other approaches. The PC of each system call is determined through stack unwinding (i.e., going back through the activation records of the process stack until a valid PC is found). FSA-DF obviously handles process cloning and forking.
The learning algorithm is rather simple: each time a new value is found, it is checked against all the known values of the same type. Relations are inferred for each execution of the monitored program and then pruned on a "set intersection" basis. For instance, if relations R 1 and R 2 are learned from an execution trace T 1 but R 1 only is satisfied in trace T 2 , the resulting model will not contain R 2 . Such a process is obviously prone to false positives if the training phase is not exhaustive, because invalid relations would be kept instead of being discarded. Figure 1 shows an example (due to [2] ) of the final result of this process. During detection, missing transitions or violations of properties are flagged as alerts. The detection engine keeps track of the execution over the learned FSA, comparing The FSA approach is promising and has interesting features especially in terms of detection capabilities. On the other hand, it only takes into account relationships between different types of arguments. Also, the set of properties is limited to pre-defined ones and totally deterministic. This leads to a possibly incomplete detection model potentially prone to false alerts. In Section 3 we detail how our approach improves the original FSA-DF implementation.
Markov Chains-Based Implementation
The second prototype we analyze is called S 2 A 2 DE (Syscall Sequence and Argument Anomaly Detection Engine) [3, 5] Figure 2 . During training, each application is profiled using a two-phase procedure applied to each type of system call separately. Firstly, a single-linkage, bottom-up, agglomerative, hierarchical clustering algorithm [6] is used to find sub-clusters of invocations with similar arguments. Anomaly models are created upon these clusters, and not on the specific system call, in order to better capture normality and deviations on a more compact input space. This is important because some system calls, most notably open, are used in very different ways. By exploiting effective distance models between arguments of the same type, the agglomerate system call is divided into sub-groups that are specific to a single function. For instance, invocations of open in httpd differs from those in, say, login. Afterwards, the system builds anomaly models of the parameters inside each cluster. It is important to note that the models used for computing distance (for clustering) and those used to build the "representation" of the cluster for anomaly detection are not necessarily the same. More details on how the distance are defined, and on the anomaly models used by S 2 A 2 DE, can be found in [3] . The second phase of training takes into account the execution context of each call to build a behavioral profile of programs flow. Markov chains are constructed on top of the various clusters output from the first phase: one cluster corresponds to one state of the chain. 2 . Each transition reflects the probability of passing from one of these groups to another through the program. This approach was investigated in former literature [7, 8, 1, 9, 10] , but never in conjunction with the handling of parameters and with a clustering approach.
During training, each execution of the program in the training set is considered as a sequence of observations. Using the output of the clustering process, each syscall is classified into the correct cluster, by computing the probability value for each model and choosing the cluster whose models give out the maximum composite probability along all known models: max( i∈M P i ). The other probabilities are then straightforward to compute. S 2 A 2 DE is resistant to the presence of a limited number of outliers (e.g. abruptly terminated executions or attacks) in the training set, because the resulting transition probabilities will drop near zero. For the same reason, it is also resistant to the presence of any cluster of anomalous invocations created by the clustering phase. Therefore, the presence of a minority of attacks in the training set will not adversely affect the learning phase, which in turn does not require an attack-free training set, and thus it can be performed on the deployment machine.
At detection time, the cluster models are once again used to classify each syscall into the correct cluster. The probability value for each model is computed and the stored cluster whose models give out the maximum composite probability P c = max( i∈M P i ) is chosen as the correct "system call class". Anomaly thresholds are built upon two probabilities, the punctual probability P p and the sequence probability P s . The former is P p = P c · P m , where P c is the probability of the system call to belong to the best-matching cluster and P m is the latest transition probability in the chain. P s is the probability of the whole execution sequence to fit the whole chain. To avoid P s to quickly reach zero for long sequences of system calls, the probability is scaled as
where l is the sequence length).
For both the probabilities, threshold values are equal to the lowest probability over all the training dataset, for each single application, scaled through a userdefined sensitivity which allows to trade off between detection rate and false positive rate. A process is flagged as malicious if either P s or P p = P c · P m are lower than the corresponding thresholds.
Enhanced Detection Models
The improvements we made focus on path and execution arguments. String length is now modeled using a Gaussian interval as detailed in Section 3.1. The new edge frequency model described in Section 3.2 have been added to detect Denial of Service (DoS) attacks. Also, in Section 3.3 we describe how we exploited Self Organizing Maps (SOMs) to model the similarity among path arguments. The resulting system, Hybrid IDS. incorporates the models of FSA-DF and S 2 A 2 DE along with the aforementioned enhancements.
Arguments Length Using Gaussian Intervals
The model for system call execution arguments implemented in S 2 A 2 DE takes into account the minimum and maximum length of the parameters found during training, and checks whether each string parameter falls into this range (model probability 1) or not (model probability 0). This technique allows to detect common attempts of buffer overflow through the command line, for instance, as well as various other command line exploits. However, such criteria do not model "how different" two arguments are to each others; a smoother function is more desirable. Furthermore, the frequency of each argument in the training set is not taken into account at all. Last but not least, the model is not resilient to the presence of attacks in the training set; just one occurrence of a malicious string would increase the length of the maximum interval allowing argument of almost every length.
The improved version of the interval model uses a Gaussian distribution for modeling the argument length X args = |args|, estimated from the data in terms of sample mean and sample variance. The anomaly threshold is a percentile T args centered on the mean. Arguments which length is outside the stochastic interval are flagged as anomalous. This model is resilient to the presence of outliers in the dataset. The Gaussian distribution has been chosen since is the natural stochastic extension of a range interval for the length. An example is shown in Figure 3 .
Model Validation. During detection the model self-assesses its precision by calculating the kurtosis measure [11] , defined as γ X =
Var(X) 2 . Thin tailed distributions with a low peak around the mean exhibit γ X < 0 while positive values are typical of fat tailed distributions with an acute peak. We usedγ X = μX,4 σ 4 X − 3 to estimate γ X . Thus, if γ Xargs < 0 means that the sample is spread on a big interval, while positive the values indicates a less "fuzzy" set of values. It is indeed straightforward that highly negative values indicates not significant estimations as the interval would include almost all lengths. In this case, the model falls back to a simple interval. 
DoS Detection Using Edge Traversal Frequency
DoS attacks which force the process to get stuck in a legal section of the normal control flow could be detected by S 2 A 2 DE as violations of the Markov model, but not by FSA-DF. On the other hand, the statistical models implemented in S 2 A 2 DE are more robust but have higher False Negative Rates (FNR) than the deterministic detection implemented in FSA-DF. However, as already stated in Section 2.2, the cumulative probability of the traversed edges works well only with execution traces of similar and fixed length, otherwise even the rescaled score decreases to zero, generating false positives on long traces.
To solve these issues a stochastic model of the edge frequency traversal is used. For each trace of the training set, our algorithm counts the number of edge traversals (i.e., Markov model edge or FSA edge). The number is then normalized w.r.t. all the edges obtaining frequencies. Each edge is then associated to the sample X edge = x 1 , x 2 , . . . . We show that the random samples X edge is well estimated using a Beta distribution. Figure 4 shows sample plots of this model estimated using the mt-daapd training set; quantiles associated to the thresholds are computed and shown as well. As we did for the Gaussian model (Section 3.1), the detection thresholds are defined at configuration time as a percentile T edge centered on the mean (Figure 4) . We chose the Beta for its high flexibility; a Gaussian is unsuitable to model skewed phenomena.
Model Validation. Our implementation is optimized to avoid overfitting and meaningless estimations. A model is valid only if the training set includes a significant (| min
Otherwise it construct a simpler frequency range model. The model exhibits the side effect of discarding the extreme values found in training and leads to erroneous decisions. More precisely, if the sample is X edge = 1, 1, . . . , 0.9, 1, the right boundary will never be exactly 1, and therefore legal values will be discarded. To solve this issue, the quantiles close to 1 are approximated to 1 according to a configuration parameterX cut . For instance, ifX cut = 3 the quantile F X (·) = 0.999 is approximated to 1. 
Path Similarity Using Self Organizing Maps
Path argument models are already implemented in S 2 A 2 DE and FSA-DF. Several, general-purpose string comparison techniques have been proposed so far, especially in the field of database systems and data cleansing [12] . We propose a solution based on Symbol-SOMs [13] to define an accurate distance metric between paths. Symbol SOM implements a smooth similarity measure otherwise unachievable using common, crisp distance functions among strings (e.g., edit distance).
The technique exploits Self Organizing Maps (SOMs), which are unsupervised neural algorithms. A SOM produces a compressed, multidimensional representation (usually a bi-dimensional map) of the input space by preserving the main topological properties. It is initialized randomly, and then adapted via a competitive and cooperative learning process. At each cycle, a new input is compared to the known models, and the Best Matching Unit (BMU) node is selected. The BMU and its neighborhood models are then updated to make them better resemble future inputs.
We use the technique described in [14] to map strings onto SOMs. Formally, 
lying on dynamic time warping techniques to find the best alignment between the two sequences before computing the distance. Without going into details, the algorithm [13] aligns the two sequences
The distance function D is defined over the warping alignment of size P ,
The distance is defined upon g i,j = g(i, j), the variable which stores the cumulative distance in each trellis point (i, j) = (i(p), i(p)). The trellis is first initialized to 0 in (0, 0), to +∞ for both (0, ·) and (·, 0), otherwise:
A simple example of distance computation is show in Figure 5 (A is the English alphabet plus extra characters). The overall distance is D (S t , M k ) = 8.485. We used a symmetric Gaussian neighborhood function h whose center is 
(t). More precisely, h(k, c(t), t) = α(t)e − d(c(t),k)
2σ 2 (t) , where α(t) controls the learning rate and σ(t) is the actual width of the neighborhood function. The SOM algorithm uses two training cycles. During (1) adaptation the map is more flexible, while during (2) tuning the learning rate α (·) and the width of the neighborhood σ (·) are decreased. On each phase such parameters are denoted as α 1 , α 2 , σ 1 , σ 2 .
Symbol SOMs are "plugged" into FSA-DF by associating each transition with the set of BMUs learned during training. At detection, an alert occurs whenever a path argument falls into neighborhood of a non-existing BMU. Similarly, in the case of S 2 A 2 DE, the neighborhood function is used to decide whether the string is anomalous or not, according to a proper threshold which is the minimum value of the neighborhood function encountered during training, for each node.
Experimental Evaluation
In this section we describe our efforts to cope with the lack of reliable testing datasets for intrusion detections. The testing methodology is here detailed along with the experiments we designed. Both detection accuracy and performance overhead are subjects of our tests.
Testing Methodology and Data Generation
Comparing and benchmarking IDSes is a well known problem [15] . Since the commonly used DARPA evaluation datasets exhibit well known shortcomings, we decided to generate a new dataset. We chose a number of recent exploits from CVE, including different types of vulnerabilities (code injections, file writes, denial of service attacks) as well as attacks that easily evade existing IDSes by slightly modifying the data flows and not the control flows. Clean training data was obtained by collecting benign system calls sequences during the normal execution of the target applications. We used attacks against sing, mt-daapd, proftpd, sudo, and BitchX. We refer to the vulnerabilities by their Common Vulnerabilities Exposures (CVE) ID. Specifically, sing is affected by CVE-2007-6211, a vulnerability which allows to write arbitrary text on arbitrary files by exploiting a combination of parameters. This attack is meaningful because it does not alter the control flow, but just the data flow, with an open which writes on unusual files. Training datasets contain traces of regular usage of the program invoked with large sets of command line options.
mt-daapd is affected by a format string vulnerability (CVE-2007-5825) in wsaddarg(). It allows remote execution of arbitrary code by including the format specifiers in the username or password portion of the base64-encoded data on the Authorization: Basic HTTP header sent to /xml-rpc. The mod ctrls module of proftpd let local attackers to fully control the integer regarglen (CVE-2006-6563) and exploit a stack overflow to gain root privileges.
sudo does not properly sanitize data supplied through SHELLOPTS and PS4 environment variables, which are passed on to the invoked program (CVE-2005 (CVE- -2959 . This leads to the execution of arbitrary commands as privileged user, and it can be exploited by users who have been granted limited superuser privileges. The training set includes a number of execution of programs commonly run through sudo (e.g., passwd, adduser, editing of /etc/ files) by various users with different, limited superuser privileges, along with benign traces similar to the attacks, invoked using several permutations of option flags.
BitchX is affected by CVE-2007-3360, which allows a remote attacker to execute arbitrary commands by overfilling a hash table and injecting an EXEC hook function which receives and executes shell commands. Moreover, failed exploit attempts can cause DoS. The training set includes several IRC client sessions and a legal IRC session to a server having the same address of the malicious one.
In order to evaluate and highlight the impact of each specific model, we performed targeted tests rather than reporting general DRs and FPRs only. Also, we ensured that all possible alerts types are inspected (i.e., true/false positive/negative). In particular, for each IDS, we included one legal trace in which file operations are performed on files never seen during training but with a similar name (e.g., training on /tmp/log, testing on /tmp/log2); secondly, we inserted a trace which mimics an attack.
Comparison of Detection Accuracy
The detection accuracy of Hybrid IDS (H), FSA-DF (F) and S 2 A 2 DE (S) is here analyzed and compared. Both training parameters and detection results are summarized in Table 1 . The parameters used to train the SOM are fixed except for σ 1 (t): α 1 (t) = 0.5 ÷ 0.01, σ 2 (t) = 3 and α 2 (t) = 0.1 ÷ 0.01. Percentiles for both X args and X edge are detailed. The "paths/cycle%" (paths per cycle) row indicates the amount of paths arguments used for training the SOM. The settings for clustering stage of S 2 A 2 DE are constant: minimum number of clusters (3, or 2 in the case of the open); maximum merging distance (6, or 10 in the case of the open); the "null" and the "don't care" probability values are fixed at 0.1 and 10, respectively, while 10 is the maximum number of leaf clusters. In order to give a better understanding of how each prototype works, we analyzed by hand the detection results on each target application.
sing: Hybrid IDS is not tricked by the false positive mimic trace inserted. The Symbol SOM model recognizes the similarity of /tmp/log3 with the other paths inserted in the training. Instead, both FSA-DF and S 2 A 2 DE raise false alarms; the former has never seen the path during training while the latter recognizes the string in the tree path model but an alarm is raised because of threshold violation. S 2 A 2 DE recognizes the attack containing the longer subsequent invocations of mmap2; FSA-DF also raises a violation in the file name because it has never been trained against /etc/passwd nor /etc/shadow; and Hybrid IDS is triggered because the paths are placed in a different SOM region w.r.t. the training. mt-daapd: The legit traces violate the binary and unary relations causing several false alarms on FSA-DF. On the other hand, the smoother path similarity model allows Hybrid IDS and S 2 A 2 DE to pass the test with no false positives. The changes in the control flow caused by the attacks are recognized by all the IDSes. In particular, the DoS attack (special-crafted request sent fifty times) triggers an anomaly in the edge frequency model. proftpd: The legit trace is correctly handled by all the IDSes as well as the anomalous root shell that causes unexpected calls (setuid, setgid and execve) to be invoked. Howerver, FSA-DF flags more than 1000 benign system calls as anomalous because of temporary files path not present in the training. sudo: Legit traces are correctly recognized by all the engines and attacks are detected without errors. S 2 A 2 DE fires an alert because of a missing edge in the Markov model (i.e., the unexpected execution of chown root:root script and chmod +s script). Also, the absence of the script string in the training triggers a unary relation violation in FSA-DF and a SOM violation in Hybrid IDS. The traces which mimic the attack are erroneously flagged as anomalous, because the system call sequences are strictly similar to the attack.
BitchX: The exploit is easily detected by all the IDSes as a control flow violation through extra execve system calls are invoked to execute injected commands. Furthermore, the Hybrid IDS anomaly engine is triggered by three edge frequency violations due to paths passed to the FSA when the attack is performed which are different w.r.t. the expected ones. We also specifically tested how the introduction of a Symbol SOM improves over the original probabilistic tree used for modeling the path arguments in S 2 A 2 DE. As summarized in right side of Table 2 , the FPR decreases in the second test. However, the first test exhibits a lower FNR as detailed in the following.
Specific Comparison of SOM-S
The mcweject utility is affected by a stack overflow CVE-2007-1719 caused by improper bounds checking. Root privileges can be gained if mcweject is setuid. The exploit is as easy as eject -t illegal payload, but we performed it through userland exec [16] to make it more silent avoiding the execve that obviously triggers an alert in the S 2 A 2 DE for a missing edge in the Markov chain. Instead, we are interested in comparing the string models only. SOM-S 2 A 2 DE detects it with no issues because of the use of different "types" of paths in the opens.
An erroneous computation of a buffer length is exploited to execute code via a specially crafted PAX archives passed to bsdtar (CVE-2007-3641). A heap overflow allows to overwrite a structure pointer containing itself another pointer to a function called right after the overflow. The custom exploit [16] basically redirects that pointer to the injected shellcode. Both the original string model and the Symbol SOM models detect the attack when the unexpected special file /dev/tty is opened. However, the original model raises many false positives when significantly different paths are encountered. This situation is instead handled with no false positives by the smooth Symbol SOM model.
Performance Evaluation and Complexity Discussion
We performed both empirical measurements and theoretical analysis of the performance of the various proposed prototypes. Detection speed results are summarized in Table 3 . The datasets for detection accuracy were reused: we selected the five test applications on which the IDSes performed worst. Hybrid IDS is slow because the BMU algorithm for the symbol SOM is invoked for each system call with a path argument (opens are quite frequent), slowing down the detection phase. Also, we recall that the current prototype relies on a system call interceptor based on ptrace which introduces high runtime overheads, as shown in [2] . To obtain better performance, an in-kernel interceptor could be used. The theoretical performance of each engine can be estimated by analyzing the bottleneck algorithm.
Complexity of FSA-DF. During training, the bottleneck is the binary relation learning algorithm. T 
|X i | can be simplified to N because strings are represented as a tree; it can be shown [2] that the total time required to keep the longest common prefix information is bounded by the total length of all input strings. Furthermore, Y is bounded by the number of unique arguments, which in turn is bounded by S; thus, T train F = O(S · M + N ). This also prove the time complexity of the detection algorithm which, at each state and for each input, requires unary and binary checks to be performed; thus, its cost is bounded by M + N .
Complexity of Hybrid IDS.
In the training phase, the bottleneck is the Symbol SOM creation time:
where C is the number of learning cycles, D is the number of nodes, and L is the maximum length of an input string. At detection time
depends on both the number of training cycles, the BMU algorithm and node updating. The input is randomized at each training session and a constant amount of paths is used, thus the input size is O (1) . The BMU algorithm depends on both the SOM size and the distance computation,
where L input and L node are the lengths of the input string and the node string, respectively. More precisely, the distance between strings is performed by comparing all the vectors representing, respectively, each character of the input string and each character of the node string. The char-by-char comparison is performed in O(1) because the size of each character vector is fixed. Thus, the distance computation is bounded by L 2 L input · L node . The node updating algorithm depends on both the number of nodes D, the length of the node string L node and the training cycles C,
where L is the length of the longest string. The creation of the FSA is similar to the FSA-DF training, except for the computation of the relations between strings which time is no longer O(N ) but it is bounded by M · D · L 2 (i.e., the time required to find the Best Matching Unit for one string). Thus, according to Proof 1, this phase requires
The clustering phase of
. In the worst case, the clustering algorithm used in [3] is known to be O(N 2 ), where N is the number of system calls: the distance function is O(1) and the distance matrix is searched for the two closest clusters. In the case of SOM-
as it requires one run of the BMU algorithm.
Related Work
Due to space limitations we focus on the subset of literature which uses unsupervised learning algorithms for anomaly detection over system calls. We refer the reader to [17] for a more comprehensive and taxonomic review.
The first mention of intrusion detection through the analysis of the sequence of syscalls from system processes is in [18] , where "normal sequences" of system calls (similar to N -grams) are considered (ignoring the parameters of each invocation). Variants of [18] have been proposed in [19, 7, 1] ; this type of techniques can also be used a reactive, IPS-like fashion [20] . The core assumption is that intrusions generate sequences of system calls that are unusual during normal application usage. Each sequence of system calls is tokenized in substrings using a sliding window of N elements. All the substrings seen in training are stored; during detection, any N -gram never seen before raises an alarm. The precision of this method depends on the value chosen for N . A low value of N tends to generate false negatives (the worst-case scenario, N = 1, only checks if a system call was already seen during training).
FSA have also been used to express the language of the system calls of a program, using either deterministic [21] or non-deterministic [22] automata. The issue when using FSA is how to define the states of the machine: at the highest level of detail, each state is linked to a specific instruction of the program, while transitions are usually identified with system calls. An FSA improves over the N -gram model with better efficiency and, in addition, it does not suffer from the choice of arbitrary parameter N .
A static analysis approach to extract a call graph was proposed in [23] . Giffin et al. [24] developed a different version of this approach, based on the analysis of the binaries, integrating the execution environment as a model constraint. However, static analysis approaches such as these follow all possible execution paths, therefore they are conservative and may include additional, extraneous control flows; they may also leave more way for mimicry attacks. On the other hand, automatically generating a compact FSA representation from system call traces is not an easy task. A similar method [25] uses pushdown automata to enrich the model with a "stack" structure, which is used to choose each next transition to take, and can be manipulated as part of the transition. In Section 2.1 we described more in depth an IDS based on this approach [2] which uses the program counter to define states and syscalls as transitions, but complements them with dataflow information. However, all these methods suffer from an inherent brittleness: if the training is insufficient, a number of false positives could be generated because the models are extremely narrow. The use of Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) has also been proposed to model sequences of system calls [9] . In [26] HMMs are compared with the models used in [19, 20] and shown to perform considerably better, even if with an added computational overhead; unfortunately, the datasets used for the comparative evaluation are no longer available for comparison. Using Markov chains instead of hidden models decreases this overhead, as observed in [27] . In [28] HMMs are observed to perform considerably better than FSA and similar models. The main difference of these models stochastic part: the transitions are not deterministic but linked to a probability and this could allow a reduction of the FPR. In Section 2.2 we analyzed S 2 A 2 DE [3] , a HIDS based on this approach, but which complements it with anomaly models built on syscall arguments.
The two systems analyzed in Section 2 also take into account the parameters of the system calls. Even if this is an inherently complex task, it has been already proven to yield a lot of potential. For instance, mimicry attacks [29] can evade the detection of syscall sequence anomalies, but it is much harder to devise ways to cheat both the analysis of sequence and arguments. Besides the ones we discuss in the following, two other recent research works focused on this problem. Another example is [30] in which a number of models are introduced to deal with the most common arguments, even if without caring for the sequence of system calls. In [31] the LERAD algorithm (Learning Rules for Anomaly Detection) is used to mine rules expressing "normal" values of arguments, normal sequences of system calls, or both. However, no relationship among the values of different arguments is learned; sequences and argument values are handled separately; the evaluation is quite poor however, and uses non-standard metrics.
Conclusions
We have presented two alternative, state-of-the-art approaches for anomaly detection over system call sequences and arguments: a deterministic IDS which builds an FSA model complemented by a network of dataflow relationships among the system call arguments (which we nicknamed FSA-DF), and a prototype named S 2 A 2 DE which builds a Markov chain of the system calls, complementing it with several models for detecting anomalies in the parameters and clustering system calls according to their content. We showed how the model for system call execution arguments implemented in S 2 A 2 DE can be improved by using better statistical models. We also proposed a new model for counting the frequency of traversal of edges on the FSA prototype, to make it able to detect denial-of-service attacks. Both systems needed an improved model for string (path) similarity. We adapted the Symbol SOM algorithm to make it suitable for computing a "distance" between two paths. We believe that this is the core contribution of the work.
We tested and compared the original prototypes with an hybrid solution where the Symbol SOM and the edge traversal models are applied to the FSA, and a version of S 2 A 2 DE enhanced with the Symbol SOM and the correction to the execution arguments model. Both the new prototypes have the same detection rates of the original ones, but significantly lower false positive rates. This is paid in terms of a non-negligible limit to detection speed, at least in our proof of concept implementation.
Future extensions of this work will re-engineer the prototypes to use an inkernel system call interceptor, and generically improve their performance. We are studying how to speed up the Symbol SOM node search algorithm, in order to bring the throughput to a rate suitable for online use.
